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WHY STUDY CLUSTERS TO LARGE RADII?

Accurate measurements of the properties of galaxy clusters out to 
large radii provide critical insight into:

!
• the physics of the ICM and pre-virialized IGM  

(the formation of largest scale structure ‘as it happens’).  
  Some of the lowest densities, highest entropies, longest   
  electron-ion equilibration timescales ever probed! 
!

• use of clusters as cosmological probes  
(calibration of X-ray mass proxies; benchmark for hydro. 
simulations) 
!

• galaxy formation and evolution  
(history of star formation; ICM interactions; AGN evolution etc)

Low surface brightness: need low and stable background!  
Suzaku allowed a lot of progress due to low-Earth orbit.
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Table 5. Sample of galaxy cluster outskirts observations used. Masses marked with * were
calculated using the M500−T scaling relation of Arnaud et al. (2005). Masses marked with † were
taken from the values measured in Arnaud et al. (2005) for those clusters.

Cluster z Reference Plot symbol M500/1014 M⊙
A1689 0.183 Kawaharada et al. (2010) Red square 11.4
A2029 0.0767 Walker et al. (2012a) Red square 7.2
A2142 0.0899 Akamatsu et al. (2011) Blue square 8.0
Hydra A 0.0539 Sato et al. (2012) Cyan square 1.5
Perseus 0.0183 Simionescu et al. (2011) Pink square 4.8
PKS 0745−191 0.1028 Walker et al. (2012b) Grey square 7.3
A1835 0.253 Bonamente et al. (2013) Black square 7.8
A2204 0.152 Sanders et al. (2009) Black triangle 8.39†
A1795 0.063 Bautz et al. (2009) Red triangle 4.1
Virgo 16.1 Mpc Urban et al. (2011) Green crosses 1.02*
A1413 0.143 Hoshino et al. (2010) Blue triangle 4.8†
Centaurus 0.0109 This work Black crosses 1.2
RX J1159+5531 0.081 Humphrey et al. (2012) Pink triangles 0.63

Figure 10. Entropy profiles of clusters explored with Suzaku, XMM–
Newton and Chandra in the outskirts, scaled by the entropy at r500 predicted
by self-similar scaling relations. The solid green line shows the baseline
entropy profile from Voit et al. (2005) (equation 3) calculated using only
gravitational physics. The black line shows the median entropy profile from
the REXCESS cluster sample in Pratt et al. (2010).

below the baseline level (KVoit/Kobserved) near r200 for the clusters
studied. Due to the large errors and scatter, and the small sample size,
there is no statistically significant correlation between the entropy
decrement below the baseline level and the cluster mass.

Further insight can be obtained by comparing the scaled tem-
peratures and densities measured in the outskirts (outside 0.5r200)
with the temperature and density profiles that result when both the
baseline entropy profile and the universal pressure profile of Ar-
naud et al. (2010) are assumed to hold in the outskirts. Scaling by
the self-similar entropy and pressure, we can write the expected
temperature profile as

kT scaled(r) = (P (r)/P500)2/5(K(r)/K500)3/5 (19)

and the expected hydrogen density profile as

nscaled
H (r) = (1/1.2)(P (r)/P500)3/5(K(r)/K500)−3/5, (20)

Figure 11. Profile of the factors by which the gas density would need to
be overestimated if gas clumping is the sole cause of the measured entropy
profiles lying below the baseline entropy profile in the outskirts.

where K(r)/K500 is given by equation (3) and P(r)/P500 is given
by equation (5). Outside r500, the (M500/3 × 1014 h−1

70 M⊙)αP+α′
P(x)

term in the pressure profile is negligible.
We scale the observed temperatures by P

−2/5
500 K

−3/5
500 and the ob-

served densities by P
−3/5
500 K

3/5
500 , and compare them to equations (19)

and (20) in Fig. 13. No density profiles are presented in Bonamente
et al. (2013) (for A1835) or Bautz et al. (2009) (for A1795), so these
cannot be shown.

We see that the temperatures generally agree with the predicted
temperature profile out to r200, but the temperatures outside this are
lower. These low temperatures are the dominant cause of the entropy
decrement compared to the baseline profile for the four clusters in
question (A1689, A2142, A1835 and PKS 0745−191). The good
agreement with the predicted temperatures within r200 seems to
indicate that temperature biases due to cold gas clumps are not
significant within r200, which can be explained if the gas clumps are
not in thermal pressure equilibrium with the surrounding ICM but
are mostly confined by ram pressure as they move through the ICM.
Outside r200, it is possible that the decrease in temperature below
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ENTROPY DEFICIT IN THE OUTSKIRTS UNCOVERED BY SUZAKU



PROPOSED EXPLANATIONS FOR ENTROPY DEFICIT AT 
LARGE RADII

• electron-ion non-equilibrium?	

• some of the energy goes into turbulence (hydrostatic mass bias)? 	

• some of the energy goes into cosmic ray acceleration? 	

• flattening of the outer entropy slope if the cluster is in a gas-poor region 
and the inflow has been recently starved?	

• inhomogeneities causing density overestimate?



over 1Ms exposure for each of 
the two targets!	
!
85 pointings in Perseus, 	
60 pointings in Virgo

Perseus: the X-ray brightest cluster Virgo: the nearest and second brightest cluster



PERSEUS CLUSTER PILOT PROJECT
Simionescu et al. 2011

Entropy deficit correlated with 
excess pressure and excess 

gas mass fraction compared to 
expectations: suggests gas 

clumping is responsible.



DENSITY BIAS DUE TO GAS INHOMOGENEITIES
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Figure 12. Plotting the decrement of the entropy below the Voit baseline en-
tropy profile at r200 against cluster mass. There is no statistically significant
correlation.

the predicted level is at least partly the result of cold gas clumps
biasing the temperature low.

Most of the measured densities lie above the predicted density,
for which gas clumping may be the cause. This overdensity appears
to be the cause of the flattening of the entropy profile for Perseus,
Hydra A and A2029, which all have temperatures in agreement
with the predicted temperature (i.e. for these clusters the entropy
decrement does not occur because the temperatures are too low,
but because the densities are too high compared to predictions).
By contrast, for A2142 and A1689, the densities are in reasonable
agreement with predictions in the outskirts, and the entropy decre-
ment in the outskirts of these clusters appears to be caused by the
temperatures being too low compared to predictions.

6.1 Comparison with Eckert et al. (2013)

Recently, Eckert et al. (2013a) combined Planck pressure profiles
and ROSAT PSPC density profiles to derive the entropy profiles for
a sample of clusters and claimed that the entropy profiles of cool
core (CC) clusters agree with the baseline entropy profile outside
r200. Their results for CC and non-cool core clusters (NCC) are
shown overplotted on the Suzaku results as the blue and red shaded
regions, respectively, in Fig. 14. A complete investigation into the
discrepancy between the Suzaku results outside r200 with those pre-
sented in Eckert et al. (2013a) is beyond the scope of this paper;
however, here we briefly discuss some possible causes.

To obtain the entropy profiles, Eckert et al. (2013a) fitted the
Planck pressure and ROSAT density profiles with functional forms,
which means that a functional form was assumed for the entropy
profile. The priors placed on the entropy profile by the assump-
tion of this functional form, and the degrees of modelling freedom
available, were not fully demonstrated.

As can be seen in fig. C.2 in Eckert et al. (2013a), the uncertainties
on the raw ROSAT density profiles increase dramatically outside
r500, and the functional forms which are fitted to these profiles
appear unable to fully explore the errors in the outskirts. This leads
to the error envelope of the functional forms (green shaded regions in
fig. C.2) significantly underestimating the true density errors outside
r500. It is unclear how sensitive the fits to the ROSAT density profiles

Figure 13. Comparing the self-similar scaled temperatures (top panel) and
densities (bottom panel) outside 0.5r200 with the predictions obtained by
assuming that the baseline entropy profile of Voit et al. (2005) and the
universal pressure profile of Arnaud et al. (2010) both apply in the outskirts.

are to the data points outside r500, and no statistic is presented to
indicate how sensitive the fits are to the outer regions. It is therefore
unclear to what extent the functional form fitting is controlled by
the central regions where the data quality is higher.

The underestimate of the errors through the use of functional
forms is evident in fig. 3 in Eckert et al. (2013a), where the temper-
ature profiles derived from the functional form fitting (solid green
regions) are compared to those derived using non-parametric depro-
jection (red triangles). We see that outside r200 the use of the func-
tional form causes the temperature errors to be underestimated by at
least a factor of 3. This is also evident in the gas mass fraction pro-
files derived from the same data in fig. 2 (left-hand panel) of Eckert
et al. (2013b), where the use of functional forms underestimates the
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Figure 12. Plotting the decrement of the entropy below the Voit baseline en-
tropy profile at r200 against cluster mass. There is no statistically significant
correlation.
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are to the data points outside r500, and no statistic is presented to
indicate how sensitive the fits are to the outer regions. It is therefore
unclear to what extent the functional form fitting is controlled by
the central regions where the data quality is higher.
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ature profiles derived from the functional form fitting (solid green
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Density bias is important in most (but not all) clusters! No temperature biases within r200; some 
interesting effects start to be seen beyond (does electron-ion non equilibrium set in as well??).	

Large-scale asymmetries or small scale clumping?

10 O. Urban et al.

Figure 7. Azimuthally averaged profiles of the ICM properties for all arms (red) and the subset of relaxed arms (blue). Black arrow indicates the position of
the cold front to the east of the cluster center. Top left: Temperature profile with its best fit model from Vikhlinin et al. (2006) shown as a dashed line. Top
right: Density profile with its best fit β-model (dashed line). Bottom left: Pressure profile with overplotted best-fit theoretical models by Arnaud et al. (2010)
(dashed line) and Planck Collaboration et al. (2013) (solid line). The only free parameter in the fits was r500. Bottom right: Entropy profile. Dashed line shows
the r1.1 power-law with normalization fixed to the value calculated according to Pratt et al. (2010). In solid black line we plot the best fit entropy profile by
Walker et al. (2012b).

3.3.4 Reference Models for the Pressure

Nagai et al. (2007) propose a generalized pressure profile of the
form

P(r)
P500

=
P0

(c500x)γ
!

1 + (c500x)α
"(β−γ)/α , (3)

where P500 = 1.45 × 10−11 erg cm−3
# M500
1015h−1 M⊙

$2/3
E(z)8/3, x =

r/r500, c500 is the concentration parameter defined at r500, and the
indices α, β and γ are the profile slopes in the intermediate, outer
and central regions, respectively. E(z) =

%

Ωm(1 + z)3 +ΩΛ is the
ratio of the Hubble constant at redshift z with its present value and
M500 is the total cluster mass enclosed within r500.

Using a set of 33 local (z < 0.2) XMM-Newton clus-
ters with data extending to r < 0.6r200, Arnaud et al. (2010)
find the best fitting parameters to be

!

P0, c500,α, β, γ
"

Arnaud =
&

8.403h−3/270 , 1.177, 1.0510, 5.4905, 0.3081
'

. Recently,
Planck Collaboration et al. (2013) studied the pressure pro-
files of 62 Planck clusters between 0.02r500 < r < 3r500,
finding the best fit set of parameters

!

P0, c500,α, β, γ
"

Planck =

[6.41, 1.81, 1.33, 4.13, 0.31].
Shown in the bottom left panel of Fig. 7, we have fitted the av-

erage Perseus pressure profile with the generalized pressure model
for r < r200, leaving r500 as the only free parameter (while express-
ing M500 as a function of r500 self-consistently) and fixing the other
parameters to the two sets of values mentioned above. The resulting
values for r500 are in agreement with each other: rPlanck500 = 59.7′±0.4′

c⃝ 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Table 1. Summary of the CXFB spectral model components. The tempera-
tures are given in keV and fluxes in ergs/s/cm2/arcmin2 in the 0.7− 7.0 keV
range.

Isotropic background components

power-law index 1.52 ± 0.02

power-law flux (5.76 ± 0.10) × 10−15

kTLHB 9.25+0.30−0.31 × 10
−2

fluxLHB (2.61 ± 0.07) × 10−18

kTGH 0.138+0.004−0.013

kT0.6 keV 0.632+0.021−0.020

Anisotropic background components

fluxGH flux0.6 keV
E 1.09+0.56−0.24 × 10

−16 8.66+0.78−0.78 × 10
−16

NE 1.72+0.83−0.34 × 10
−16 6.46+1.01−1.02 × 10

−16

N 1.69 × 10−16 5.01 × 10−16

NW 1.67+0.74−0.26 × 10
−16 4.20+0.74−0.78 × 10

−16

W 1.00+0.46−0.21 × 10
−16 1.19+0.10−0.10 × 10

−15

SW 1.08+0.50−0.21 × 10
−16 7.59+0.88−0.88 × 10

−16

S 9.86+4.43−1.75 × 10
−17 6.12+0.68−0.69 × 10

−16

SE 1.08+0.47−0.20 × 10
−16 1.29+0.11−0.11 × 10

−15

Table 2. Left column: CXFB surface brightness for each of the arms in-
cluding the statistical error obtained by weighed fitting of the image surface
brightness outside 2 Mpc by a constant. Right column: Power law index
describing the surface brightness profiles in the 0.75 − 2.0Mpc range.

arm S X,CXFB α!

10−6 cnts/s/arcmin2
"

E 5.14 ± 0.34 2.87 ± 0.17
NE 5.74 ± 0.36 3.06 ± 0.17
N 6.52 ± 0.81 2.88 ± 0.14
NW 7.37 ± 0.25 2.74 ± 0.14
W 6.51 ± 0.33 2.88 ± 0.12
SW 6.00 ± 0.31 3.49 ± 0.11
S 5.93 ± 0.25 3.61 ± 0.17
SE 6.18 ± 0.18 3.43 ± 0.13

and rArnaud500 = 59.3′ ± 0.5′. Overall, the model is a reasonable fit.
However, in the cluster outskirts (0.65 − 1.0r200) the Suzaku data
lie above the model, before dropping below in the last annulus (not
shown in Fig. 7).

We fit the Planck Collaboration et al. (2013) pressure profile
in the same way to the individual arms and find r500 to be ∼ 10%
larger along the cluster major (east–west) as compared to the minor
(north–south) axis.

We note that Simionescu et al. (2011) measured r500 = 54 ar-
cmin for the NW arm, which is approximately 10% lower than the
best fit average value for r500 using Eqn. 3. This difference could
be attributed to asymmetries intrinsic to the cluster itself (minor
axis vs. major axis). This uncertainty in measuring r500 implies
that the value of r200 may also be up to 10% larger than the value
adopted throughout this paper, which is based on the mass model
of Simionescu et al. (2011).

Table 3. Best fit parameters of the analytical three-dimensional temperature
model from Eqn. 1 for the average profile of two sets of arms.

all arms relaxed arms
T0 (keV) 4.06 5.30
Tmin/T0 0.72 0.88
rcool (kpc) 294 261
ac 6.72 6.98
rt (Mpc) 1.6 1.1
a 0.33 0.18
b 16.24 271
c 2.36 1.29

Table 4. Results of the analytical modeling of density. The last two rows
show the parameters of the azimuthally averaged profile and the average
profile of the relaxed arms. The last column contains the indices of the
power law fits to the individual arms beyond 34′ (0.7Mpc) to avoid the
influence of the cold front towards the E.

arm β-model index
rc (′) β r > 0.7Mpc

E 20.14 ± 3.94 0.91 ± 0.12 −1.47 ± 0.19
NE 15.85 ± 3.63 0.86 ± 0.12 −1.69 ± 0.27
N 7.45 ± 2.48 0.59 ± 0.04 −1.17 ± 0.19
NW 7.92 ± 2.05 0.55 ± 0.03 −1.64 ± 0.23
W 8.47 ± 2.29 0.51 ± 0.03 −1.56 ± 0.15
SW 18.13 ± 2.52 0.73 ± 0.06 −2.13 ± 0.16
S 12.80 ± 2.68 0.66 ± 0.06 −1.84 ± 0.28
SE 14.50 ± 1.84 0.79 ± 0.06 −1.84 ± 0.10

average 13.18 ± 2.31 0.71 ± 0.05 −1.69 ± 0.13
relaxed 9.53 ± 1.94 0.61 ± 0.04 −1.55 ± 0.16

3.3.5 Reference Models for the Entropy

In a cluster formed by gravitational collapse, and in which no addi-
tional heating or cooling occurs, the entropy is expected to follow
a power-law of the form

K
K500

= 1.47
#

r
r500

$1.1

, (4)

where K500 = 106 keV cm2
!

M500
1014M⊙

"2/3 ! 1
fb

"2/3
E(z)−2/3 (Voit et al.

2005; Pratt et al. 2010). We assumed fb = 0.15 and used our best-fit
value r500 = 59.6′ in calculating K500.

As shown in Fig. 6, in each of the relaxed directions, we ob-
serve a flattening of the entropy profile with respect to this expected
power-law beyond ∼ 1Mpc (∼ 0.6r200).

For the E, SE and NE arms, the characteristic dip in the en-
tropy profiles between radii of 20 and 35 arcmin is jointly caused
by increased density and low temperature associated with the east-
ern cold front. The entropy beyond the cold front (r > 34′) in these
arms increases steadily with radius (with the exception of the SE
direction, where we observe a drop in entropy beyond r200).

The SW and W arms are affected by sloshing at large radii,
which results in an excess density and surface brightness. This
leads the entropy to flatten in these arms (forming a dip in the SW
case) at the radii corresponding to the large-scale sloshing; the en-
tropy increases again further out, rising steeper than r1.1 in both
arms.

The bottom right panel of Fig. 7 shows the average entropy
profile for the Perseus Cluster. We find an excess of entropy in the
cluster center (r < 22′) with respect to the power-law model in Eqn
4. This is consistent with the presence of excess ICM heating in the
cluster center as favoured by cosmological studies (e.g. Voit 2005;
Cavagnolo et al. 2009; Mantz et al. 2010). The average profile di-

c⃝ 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

(Nagai et al. 2007,	
Planck Collaboration 2013)

(Voit et al. 2005, 
Pratt et al. 2010) &



In Perseus, within r200 along all arms, correcting ne is SUFFICIENT to bring BOTH 
entropy and pressure in agreement with expected profiles.	

Both “macroscopic clumping”  (due to E-W large-scale sloshing asymmetries) and 
“microscopic clumping” (along relaxed N-S axis) must be present.

Urban et al. 2014

AZIMUTHALLY RESOLVED GAS CLUMPING IN PERSEUS



VIRGO ENTROPY PROFILES

dashed line: Walker et al. 2012 
sample of 11 cool core clusters 

below z=0.25 with Suzaku

dots: Mantz et al. 2016 
sample of 40 dynamically relaxed and hot 

clusters observed with Chandra (z=0.08-1.06)

12 O. Urban et al.

Table 5. Best fit parameters of the Walker et al. (2012b) entropy profile to
the averaged entropy distribution for all 8 directions and for the 3 relaxed
arms.

A B

Walker et al. (2012b) 4.4+0.3
−0.1 1.0+0.03

−0.06

Perseus average 4.44 ± 0.18 1.28 ± 0.16

relaxed arms 4.75 ± 0.16 1.06 ± 0.09

verges downwards from a power-law shape at ∼ 45′ ≈ 0.55r200.
The ratio of the expected and measured value of the entropy is ∼ 1.4
at the virial radius.

For comparison, we fitted the normalization of a power-law
profile, with its index fixed to 1.1, to the weighed average of the
three relaxed arms between 0.2r200 < r < 0.6r200, avoiding both
the cool cluster core and the cluster outskirts, as well as the cold
front and the large-scale sloshing, present in the other arms. The
best-fit normalization was ∼ 7% higher than the value calculated
using Eqn. 4. Taking the average profile of all the eight arms in
the 16.5′ < r < 82′ (0.2r200 < r < 1.0r200) range, we also fitted it
with a power-law with both the normalization and the power-law
index as free parameters, obtaining an index of k = 0.81 ± 0.06,
significantly flatter than the theoretical value of k = 1.1.

Using a set of the clusters observed with modest spatial res-
olution out to the virial radius and beyond, Walker et al. (2012b)
find, that the entropy profile in the r > 0.2r200 range can be fitted
with an analytical function

K/K (0.3r200) = A (r/r200)1.1 exp
!

− (r/Br200)2
"

, (5)

with (A, B) =
#

4.4+0.3
−0.1, 1.00+0.03

−0.06

$

.
We fit the profile from Eqn. 5 to the entropy averaged over

all 8 arms, and to the subsample of three relaxed arms, with the
resulting parameters shown in Tab. 5.

3.4 Analysis of the Surface Brightness Fluctuations

In order to search for possible bright gas clumps in the cluster out-
skirts, we have analyzed the surface brightness (SB) fluctuations
in the Chandra observation targeting the region of the NW arm at
r ∼ 0.7r200, as well as in the whole Suzaku mosaic of the Perseus
Cluster. We have measured the power spectrum of fluctuations us-
ing the modified ∆−variance method (Arévalo et al. 2012), which
accounts for gaps in the data due to excluded point sources.

Fig. 8 shows the region of the NW arm at r ∼ 0.7r200 ob-
served with Chandra, and the identified point sources. No obvious
extended sources were seen in the image. We determined that the
population of the point sources detected in this region is consistent
with that expected from field surveys such as the Chandra Deep
Field South (see Sect. B4). The global structure due to the smooth
ICM emission was removed by dividing the image by the best-fit
β−model centered on the core of the Perseus Cluster.

The power spectrum of the surface brightness fluctuations re-
veals a slight increase in the 2D power above the Poisson noise
level, which could be either due to the clumpiness of the gas
on scales > 20 kpc or due to unresolved point sources. We esti-
mate the contribution of the faint, unresolved point sources from
the logN − log S distribution of resolved point sources (see also
Churazov et al. 2012), which is reasonably well approximated by
the power-law N(> S ) ∝ S −1.4. The contribution of the faint

0 0.055 0.16 0.38 0.82 1.7 3.4 6.9 14 28 55

66 kpc
3 arcmin N

E

Figure 8. Background subtracted and flat-fielded Chandra image of the
Perseus Cluster outskirts towards the NW. We mark the identified point
sources by white circles.

point sources to the power spectrum is Punres ∝
% S 1

0

dN
dS

S 2dS ∝

S 0.6
1 , while the contribution of the resolved sources is Presol ∝

% S 2

S 1

dN
dS

S 2dS ∝ S 0.6
2 − S

0.6
1 , where S 1 and S 2 are the smallest

and highest detected point source fluxes, respectively. In our case,
S 1 ∼ 20 counts and S 2 ∼ 400 counts. Therefore, we expect the
contribution of the unresolved point source population to our mea-
sured power spectrum to be at the level of ∼ 20 per cent relative
to the contribution of the resolved bright sources. The power spec-
trum due to the unresolved point sources can thus be calculated as
0.2×(Pwith src−Pno src), where Pwith src and Pno src are the power spectra
with and without the resolved sources, respectively. After the sub-
traction of the Poisson noise and of the expected power spectrum of
the unresolved point sources, the measured 2D power spectrum of
the surface brightness fluctuations is consistent with zero. We there-
fore conclude, that the slight increase of power above the Poisson
noise in the Chandra data can be plausibly associated with unre-
solved point sources. We note, that even if clumping is present in
the gas at these radii (r ∼ 0.7r200), the signal may be difficult to de-
tect because of smearing due to the long line of sight that we probe
in the cluster outskirts. The clumps could also simply be small and
faint and therefore unresolved by Chandra.

The study of SB fluctuations with the Suzaku satellite is more
complicated. Our analysis of the PSF of the Suzaku mirrors shows
that the power spectrum of SB fluctuations on spatial scales smaller
than ∼ 120 kpc is suppressed by a factor of 4 due to the convolu-
tion with the PSF. To understand the impact of faint point sources,
which remain unresolved in our Suzaku data, we have compared the
SB fluctuations of the Chandra observation after excluding only the
point sources detected by Suzaku with the level of fluctuations af-
ter excluding all the Chandra point sources. We have found that, at
a distance of 40 − 60 arcmin from the cluster core, corresponding
to the location of the deep Chandra pointing, the SB fluctuations
on scales smaller than ∼ 350 kpc are dominated by the population
of point sources unresolved by Suzaku. We therefore conclude that
Suzaku observations of the Perseus Cluster cannot be used to study

c⃝ 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 2. Surface brightness profiles along the four arms in the Suzaku mosaic, using the 0.7-2 keV energy band. The profiles have been
corrected for the instrumental background and for vignetting e↵ects.

normalisation free to vary independently but with a common
metallicity.

The systematic uncertainties due to the variation of the
GH and CXB are also shown in Figure 3. In the case of
the GH, we simply varied the normalisation of this model
component within the ranges shown in Table 1 to determine
its e↵ects on the best-fit spectral properties in each annu-
lus. The power-law normalisation in turn was changed by a
factor proportional to the systematic error shown in Table
1 scaled by

p
⌦ f ov/⌦sp , where ⌦sp is the area correspond-

ing to each individual partial annulus. This is because the
cosmic variance is expected to be directly proportional to
1/
p
⌦, while the value shown in Table 1 was calculated us-

ing extraction regions covering the size of a full XIS field
of view (excluding a 30” region around the detector edges),
⌦ f ov = 16.82 = 282.2 arcmin2.

4.3 Thermodynamic Substructure

Several noteworthy features can be seen in the projected
profiles, and are robust to the systematic checks described
above.

Along the northern arm, beyond the prominent cold
front at a 20 arcmin (90 kpc) radius discussed in detail by
Simionescu et al. (2010) andWerner et al. (2016), the profiles
appear relatively smooth, with the temperature remaining
almost constant beyond about 100 arcmin.

Along the southern arm, between about 20 and 60 ar-
cmin (90 – 280 kpc), there is a clear surface brightness excess
compared to the other azimuths (see also Figure 2). This is
associated with a temperature drop at 20 arcmin from the
centre, beyond which the temperature remains relatively flat
and starts to steadily increase again only beyond 70 arcmin.
The southern surface brightness excess also appears to be
correlated with an increase in gas metallicity, most promi-
nent around 50–60 arcmin. We believe this feature to be as-

sociated with large-scale gas sloshing in the Virgo Cluster.
Beyond this large-scale cold front, the southern temperature
profile increases up to a local peak located at 125 arcmin,
after which a second surface brightness excess, also associ-
ated with a dip in the temperature profile, appears centred
around 150 arcmin. The origin of this feature is unclear, and
may be related to adiabatic compression of the ICM due to
the ongoing merger with the M49 group.

Further along the southern arm, we detect a high
temperature region corresponding to the minimum surface
brightness “saddle” point between M87 and the X-ray peak
associated with the in falling group centred on M49. This
high temperature region likely reflects the presence of com-
pressed and shock heated gas at the interface between these
two merging systems. The temperature increase corresponds
to a factor of 1.70±0.34 compared to the neighbouring annu-
lus further out which, under the assumption of shock heat-
ing, would translate to a shock Mach number of 1.7 ± 0.3.
Since it is di�cult to estimate the density in this region be-
fore the start of the merger and the passage of the shock, we
cannot verify whether the density compression would con-
firm or rule out such a Mach number. The M49 halo is seen
as a clear surface brightness peak, and is associated with
relatively low temperatures of around 1.2 keV.

The western temperature profile reveals that the sur-
face brightness edge seen at about 50 arcmin along this az-
imuth (as pointed out in Section 3) corresponds to a low-
temperature region. This, along with the northern cold front
at 20 arcmin and the southern cold front at 60 arcmin, is
likely part of a large-scale low-temperature, high-density spi-
ral pattern typical of large-scale sloshing seen in other clus-
ters (see discussion in Sect. 7.1). As with the southern arm,
the temperature increases beyond this western cold front up
to a local maximum located at 70 arcmin and then decreases
again towards the cluster outskirts. A second temperature
peak is observed at about 130 arcmin (605 kpc) and may

MNRAS 000, 1–?? (2016)

The outskirts of Centaurus 565

Table 5. Sample of galaxy cluster outskirts observations used. Masses marked with * were
calculated using the M500−T scaling relation of Arnaud et al. (2005). Masses marked with † were
taken from the values measured in Arnaud et al. (2005) for those clusters.

Cluster z Reference Plot symbol M500/1014 M⊙
A1689 0.183 Kawaharada et al. (2010) Red square 11.4
A2029 0.0767 Walker et al. (2012a) Red square 7.2
A2142 0.0899 Akamatsu et al. (2011) Blue square 8.0
Hydra A 0.0539 Sato et al. (2012) Cyan square 1.5
Perseus 0.0183 Simionescu et al. (2011) Pink square 4.8
PKS 0745−191 0.1028 Walker et al. (2012b) Grey square 7.3
A1835 0.253 Bonamente et al. (2013) Black square 7.8
A2204 0.152 Sanders et al. (2009) Black triangle 8.39†
A1795 0.063 Bautz et al. (2009) Red triangle 4.1
Virgo 16.1 Mpc Urban et al. (2011) Green crosses 1.02*
A1413 0.143 Hoshino et al. (2010) Blue triangle 4.8†
Centaurus 0.0109 This work Black crosses 1.2
RX J1159+5531 0.081 Humphrey et al. (2012) Pink triangles 0.63

Figure 10. Entropy profiles of clusters explored with Suzaku, XMM–
Newton and Chandra in the outskirts, scaled by the entropy at r500 predicted
by self-similar scaling relations. The solid green line shows the baseline
entropy profile from Voit et al. (2005) (equation 3) calculated using only
gravitational physics. The black line shows the median entropy profile from
the REXCESS cluster sample in Pratt et al. (2010).

below the baseline level (KVoit/Kobserved) near r200 for the clusters
studied. Due to the large errors and scatter, and the small sample size,
there is no statistically significant correlation between the entropy
decrement below the baseline level and the cluster mass.

Further insight can be obtained by comparing the scaled tem-
peratures and densities measured in the outskirts (outside 0.5r200)
with the temperature and density profiles that result when both the
baseline entropy profile and the universal pressure profile of Ar-
naud et al. (2010) are assumed to hold in the outskirts. Scaling by
the self-similar entropy and pressure, we can write the expected
temperature profile as

kT scaled(r) = (P (r)/P500)2/5(K(r)/K500)3/5 (19)

and the expected hydrogen density profile as

nscaled
H (r) = (1/1.2)(P (r)/P500)3/5(K(r)/K500)−3/5, (20)

Figure 11. Profile of the factors by which the gas density would need to
be overestimated if gas clumping is the sole cause of the measured entropy
profiles lying below the baseline entropy profile in the outskirts.

where K(r)/K500 is given by equation (3) and P(r)/P500 is given
by equation (5). Outside r500, the (M500/3 × 1014 h−1

70 M⊙)αP+α′
P(x)

term in the pressure profile is negligible.
We scale the observed temperatures by P

−2/5
500 K

−3/5
500 and the ob-

served densities by P
−3/5
500 K

3/5
500 , and compare them to equations (19)

and (20) in Fig. 13. No density profiles are presented in Bonamente
et al. (2013) (for A1835) or Bautz et al. (2009) (for A1795), so these
cannot be shown.

We see that the temperatures generally agree with the predicted
temperature profile out to r200, but the temperatures outside this are
lower. These low temperatures are the dominant cause of the entropy
decrement compared to the baseline profile for the four clusters in
question (A1689, A2142, A1835 and PKS 0745−191). The good
agreement with the predicted temperatures within r200 seems to
indicate that temperature biases due to cold gas clumps are not
significant within r200, which can be explained if the gas clumps are
not in thermal pressure equilibrium with the surrounding ICM but
are mostly confined by ram pressure as they move through the ICM.
Outside r200, it is possible that the decrease in temperature below
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To complete the picture of how clusters grow, we need to look at young objects in 
the process of formation, by far the most common clusters in the Universe!

(S arm only up to minimum Sx 
between M87 and M49)



THERMODYNAMICS OF THE VIRGO CLUSTER OUTSKIRTS

Simionescu et al. 2017

M86

M86

Slope of azimuthally averaged entropy profile flattens 	
when X-ray pressure starts to exceed SZ pressure

r500



MASS AND GAS MASS FRACTION MODELLING

all spectra were fit in parallel assuming total mass profile follows NFW shape:	
M200 = 1.05±0.02e14 Msun; R200 = 974.1±5.7 kpc; 	

R500 = 662.6±3.4 kpc; c=8.8±0.2	
highest fgas along cluster’s major (N-S) axis: 	

large-scale asymmetry + microscopic clumping?



CONCLUSIONS, PART I: THERMODYNAMICAL PROPERTIES

The gas density in cluster outskirts becomes nonuniform between r500 and r200. 	
!

Both large-scale azimuthal asymmetries and small-scale clumping probably contribute.	
!

This is seen concomitantly as a flattening of the entropy profile, an excess in the 
measured X-ray pressure compared to SZ measurements, and an excess gas mass 

fraction.	
!

Additional physics may be at play, biasing the temperatures low beyond r200. 



All chemical elements heavier than O produced in supernova explosions. 	
Most metals in the Universe were expelled from the host galaxies and reside in 

the ICM (at large radii)!	
!

We need a full census of the chemical composition of the ICM, in order to reveal 
the integrated history of star formation and metal production and dispersion in 

the Universe.	



EARLY EVIDENCE SUGGESTING METAL ENRICHMENT 	
IN CLUSTER OUTSKIRTS

Leccardi et al. 2008	
average metallicity profile of a 
sample of clusters with XMM

Fujita et al. 2008	
abundance in the compressed region 
between two merging clusters with 

Suzaku



IRON SPREAD SMOOTHLY THROUGHOUT THE PERSEUS CLUSTER

78 Fe abundance measurements 
across the cluster at different 
radii and azimuths show 
strikingly uniform distribution

Werner et al. 2013, Nature



Kepler 	
(SN type Ia)	

produces mainly 	
Fe-group elements

Cas A 	
(SN core collapse)	

produces mainly alpha-group elements 
(O, Ne, Mg)

“Common wisdom”: most SNcc explode within 10s of Myr after a star 
formation event, so most alpha-elements produced around z~2—3 and 	

expelled via galactic winds. 	
SNIa have longer delay times and are added to the ICM later 	

(via ram-pressure stripping?). 



If Fe got out of the galaxies recently, it 
should trace the light profile.The Astrophysical Journal, 764:147 (10pp), 2013 February 20 Matsushita et al.

Figure 8. Integrated K-band luminosity (thin solid line) and gas-mass profiles
of the Perseus cluster derived with XMM-Newton (bold solid line), and Suzaku
(E: red dotted line; NW: blue dashed line), integrated over the electron density
profiles, assuming spherical symmetry. The two vertical lines show r180⟨kT ⟩ and
r200⟨HE⟩.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Figure 9. Radial profiles of integrated gas-mass-to-light ratio with XMM (solid
line) and Suzaku (dashed line). Here, we used the weighted average of the E and
NW results of Suzaku.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

in solar units. These values are consistent with the emission-
weighted average of the Si/Fe ratio of 0.99 ± 0.13 in solar units
of the Coma cluster within 0.5r180⟨kT ⟩. They are also consistent
with the values of ∼0.8 in solar units of those in clusters and
groups observed with Suzaku with ICM temperature less than
several keV (e.g., Matsushita et al. 2007b; Sato et al. 2007, 2008,
2009a, 2009b, 2010; Komiyama et al. 2009; Sakuma et al. 2011).

Based on the abundance ratios including Si and Fe, the contri-
bution from SNe Ia and SNecc were derived (e.g., Finoguenov
et al. 2000; de Plaa et al. 2007; Rasmussen & Ponman 2007;

Figure 10. Radial profiles of the cumulative IMLR with XMM (black closed
circles) and Suzaku (green open circles) and SMLR with XMM (red crosses).
Here, we used the weighted average of the E and NW results of Suzaku and
assumed spherical symmetry. The orange star indicates the SMLR assuming the
Si/Fe ratio beyond 0.5r180⟨kT ⟩ is 0.91 ± 0.08 in solar units.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Sato et al. 2007; de Grandi & Molendi 2009; Simionescu et al.
2009; Matsushita et al. 2013). Since Si and Fe were synthe-
sized by both SNe Ia and SNecc, the contribution of the two
types of SNe strongly depends on the adopted nucleosynthesis
model of SNe Ia. With the yields of SNecc with metallicity
= 0.02 by Nomoto et al. (2006), they found that by using the
classical deflagration model, W7 (Iwamoto et al. 1999), and a
delayed detonation (DD) model, WDD3 (Iwamoto et al. 1999),
for the theoretical SN Ia yield, over a half of the Fe and a few
tens of percent of Si in the ICM were synthesized in SNe Ia. By
adopting another DD model, WDD1 (Iwamoto et al. 1999), they
found that approximately half of the Si and most of the Fe come
from SNe Ia. Suzaku enabled us to measure O and Mg abun-
dances in the ICM outside cool cores of clusters and groups of
galaxies with ICM temperatures smaller than several keV. Sato
et al. (2007, 2009b, 2010) found that the mixture of yields of
the W7 model and SNecc gave better fits of the observed abun-
dance pattern of O, Mg, Si, S, and Fe in the ICM observed with
Suzaku than for the WDD1 model and SNecc. The number ratio
of SNecc and SNe Ia to synthesize metals in the ICM was also
estimated with Suzaku and XMM data (e.g., de Plaa et al. 2007;
de Grandi & Molendi 2009; Simionescu et al. 2009; Sato et al.
2007, 2009b, 2010). Using the Suzaku results including O and
Mg, the number ratio of SNecc to SNe Ia was estimated to be
∼3.5 and ∼2, using the W7 and WDD1 models, respectively.

We also calculated yields mixtures of nucleosynthesis mod-
els. By adopting an Si/Fe ratio of 0.91 ± 0.08 in solar units
in the ICM of the Perseus cluster, and using the W7 model,
we find that 65%–74% and 23%–30% of Fe and Si, respec-
tively, were synthesized by SNe Ia. Using the WDD1 model,
80%–91% and 56%–75% of Fe and Si, respectively, originated
from SNe Ia. Here, we also used the yields of SNecc with metal-
licity = 0.02 by Nomoto et al. (2006). The difference in the
Si/Fe ratios in the yields of SNecc assuming a Salpeter IMF
and a top-heavy IMF and different nucleosynthesis models

7

Matsushita et al. 2013

W. Domainko et al.: Enrichment of the ICM by ram-pressure stripping 801

Fig. 6. Emission weighted metallicity maps of the model cluster. The size of the boxes is 5 Mpc on a side. The level of enrichment is given in solar
units.

Numerical simulations predict that ram 
pressure stripping should leave a 
centrally peaked and patchy metallicity.

Domainko et al. 2006Stratified entropy in clusters makes it hard 
to mix Fe radially at late times — points 
towards early enrichment scenario!



How were the metals spread so evenly? 	
The turbulent young Universe 

•10-12 billion years ago: peak of star 
formation rate and black hole activity, 
producing powerful galactic winds 
that expelled metals out of host 
galaxies	

• the bulk of the IGM was enriched 
before falling into the stratified 
potential of clusters	

•it means most of the chemical 
elements, including Fe, are very old!



PREDICTIONS OF THE EARLY ENRICHMENT SCENARIO 

• Many SNIa must have exploded by z~2; the chemical composition, in addition 
to the metallicity, should also be uniform!	

• Beyond the sphere of influence of the BCG, all massive clusters should show 
a similar, uniform level of enrichment at 1/3 of the Solar metallicity.  	

• There should be no significant evolution with redshift!	

• The warm-hot intergalactic medium (WHIM) should be metal-rich.



SDSS2 Supernova Delay Time Distribution 9

Figure 1. Recovered SN Ia DTD for the SDSS2 SN sample. Filled red circles mark the best-fit DTD values for each time bin, whose
time range is indicated by the horizontal error bars. Vertical error bars show the Gaussian 1σ uncertainties. Red dashed line is the best
power-law fit, with index −1.12, to the recovered DTD. Previous DTD measurements also shown are: M11 analysis of the nearby LOSS
sample (empty blue squares, with central values slightly shifted to the left, for clarity); Maoz et al. (2010) analysis based on SN Ia rates
in galaxy clusters (empty black circles); and t−1 power law DTD found by Graur et al. (2011), based on comparison of volumetric SN
Ia rates and cosmic SFH (solid green line, with dotted lines marking the 1σ range).

in level with the DTD level at long delays found by Graur
et al. (2011) from comparison of volumetric SN Ia rates to
cosmic SFH. Our result thus revives previous speculation
that the SN Ia rate in old populations may be enhanced by
a factor of a few in cluster environments, compared to field
environments (Sharon et al. 2007; Mannucci et al. 2008). The
intermediate Ψ3 value found in M11 could be due to a rela-
tively large fraction of LOSS galaxies in clusters. Among all
the LOSS galaxies, 20% are in galaxy clusters that are listed
in the NED database, based on the same criteria as applied
in Mannucci et al. (2008; projected separation < 1.5 Mpc,
redshift difference < 1000 km s−1). The fraction of the early-
type LOSS galaxies in clusters will be higher. Assuming the
SDSS2 galaxy sample, in contrast, is dominated by a field
population, a factor-few enhancement of the SN Ia rate in
clusters could lead to the higher Ψ3 value measured in M11,
compared to here. We defer to future work a more detailed
examination of this possibility regarding the LOSS sample.

It is important to note that the errors shown in Fig. 1
are statistical only. A systematic source of error, one that
is difficult to estimate, is associated with the SFH recon-
struction of each galaxy (see Tojeiro et al. 2009, M11, and
Section 4.3, below).

We have used χ2 minimization to fit model power-law
functions, Ψ(t) ∝ tβ , to the recovered binned DTD, with the
amplitude and the power-law index as free parameters. The
model is averaged over each time bin, to obtain the value
that is compared to the observed DTD value for that bin.
The best-fitting power-law has an index of β = −1.12±0.08.

Our result augments a growing number of indications for a
DTD that is a power law with a slope of ∼ −1. However,
Fig. 1 suggests that a better description may be a function
that steepens somewhat at long delays, compared to a sin-
gle power law. Further studying the DTD at such a level of
detail will require better temporal resolution. The present
three-bin time resolution is dictated by the spectral resolu-
tion and the signal-to-noise ratio of the SDSS spectra.

4.2 SN Ia production efficiency

As discussed in Maoz & Mannuci (2012), and references
therein, another interesting observable is the DTD normal-
ization. It can be discussed in the context of the integral of
the DTD over the age of the universe, t0,

NSN/M =

! t0

0

Ψ(t) dt, (9)

which gives the total number of SNe that eventually explode,
per unit stellar mass formed in a short burst of star forma-
tion. The integral in Eq. 9 can be approximated by a sum
over the binned DTD,

NSN/M ≈
"

j=1,K

Ψj∆tj . (10)

From the simulations described in M11, for declining power-
law DTDs represented with three time bins, Eq. 10 typically
underestimates NSN/M systematically by ∼ 10− 20%.

For the SDSS2 sample, we obtain NIa/M = 0.00130 ±

c⃝ 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

Most SNIa do in fact 
explode within a few Gyr 
after the star formation 

event. Many of the stars 
that formed around ~12 
billion years ago could 

have enriched their 
environment  

with Fe-peak elements 
before z~2.

Maoz et al. 2012, using SDSS data (red points)

Supernova delay time distribution 
measurements



Sasaki+2014

The Astrophysical Journal, 781:36 (23pp), 2014 January 20 Sasaki, Matsushita, & Sato
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Figure 7. Radial profiles of (a) O/Fe, (b) Mg/Fe, (c) Si/Fe, and (d) S/Fe derived from the spectral fits with the 1T and 2T models with the ATOMDB version 2.0.1.
The colors and marks are the same as in Figure 3.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

cooler component from the 2T model fits with version 2.0.1
were systematically higher than those with version 1.3.1 by
∼0.1 keV. On the other hand, as for the hotter component of the
2T model fits, the spectral fits with either version gave similar
temperatures.

Radial profiles of the normalizations divided by the area
from which each spectrum was extracted with the 1T and 2T
models were also compared with both the ATOMDB versions
(Figures 26(d)–(f)). As in the temperatures, the resultant nor-
malizations for the 1T model fits and the cooler component for
the 2T model fits with version 2.0.1 were systematically smaller
than those with version 1.3.1. On the other hand, as for the
normalizations of the hotter component with the 2T model, the
spectral fits with either version also gave similar values.

Figure 8 shows the difference in the derived Fe abundances
with the 1T or 2T model between the ATOMDB versions 1.3.1
and 2.0.1. The spectral fits with versions 2.0.1 gave significantly
smaller Fe abundances than those with version 1.3.1, particularly
within 0.05 r180.

We also compared the abundance ratios of O, Mg, Si, and S
to Fe for the 1T and 2T model fits with versions 1.3.1 and 2.0.1,
in units of solar ratios (Figures 27 and 28). The spectral fits with
either version gave similar Si/Fe and S/Fe ratios. On the other
hand, the spectral fits with version 2.0.1 gave higher Mg/Fe
ratios than those with version 1.3.1 by 20%. This is because
the Mg lines suffer from the Fe-L lines overlapping, and the
differences between the ATOMDB versions would cause such
systematic differences in the Mg/Fe ratios. The O/Fe ratios with

version 2.0.1 had fairly higher values than those with version
1.3.1.

4.3. Comparisons of the Results with Previous Results

The temperature and abundance profiles of the central regions
of our samples, HCG 62, the NGC 1550 group, and the
NGC 5044 group, were already reported using XMM-Newton,
Chandra, and Suzaku data. Therefore, in this section, our results
using the ATOMDB version 1.3.1 were compared with these
previous results, because the previous results were derived with
the ATOMDB version 1.3.1 or earlier versions. Here, the effects
of differences in adopted solar-abundance tables were corrected
to Lodders (2003). Temperatures and abundances in this work
with the ATOMDB version 1.3.1 agreed well with the previous
Suzaku results for the NGC 1550 group out to 0.5 r180 (Sato
et al. 2010), HCG 62 out to 0.2 r180 (Tokoi et al. 2008), and the
NGC 5044 group out to 0.3 r180 (Komiyama et al. 2009).

For the NGC 1550 group, temperatures and abundances
with the 1T and 2T model in this work agreed well with the
XMM-Newton/Chandra results (Sun et al. 2003; Kawaharada
et al. 2009) for the whole region observed with XMM-Newton
(out to 14′).

In the third bin from the center of HCG 62, temperatures
and abundances with the 1T and 2T model in this work were
consistent with the Chandra and XMM-Newton results (Morita
et al. 2006) derived from the vMEKAL model (Mewe et al. 1985,
1986; Liedahl et al. 1995; Kaastra 1992) fits of the deprojected
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Nearly constant chemical composition 	
of the ICM in galaxy groups.
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VIRGO CLUSTER KP: MG/FE, SI/FE, S/FE PROFILES 

Nearly constant Mg/Fe, Si/Fe and S/Fe as a function of radius and azimuth: 
composition of the ICM is uniform from the cluster centres all the way to the virial 

radius. Metals must have been thoroughly mixed. Cluster outskirts 	
chemical composition not dominated by SNcc products as previously believed.

Simionescu et al. 2015



PREDICTIONS OF THE EARLY ENRICHMENT SCENARIO 

• Many SNIa must have exploded by z~2; the chemical composition, in addition 
to the metallicity, should also be uniform!	

• Beyond the sphere of influence of the BCG, all massive clusters should show 
a similar, uniform level of enrichment at 1/3 of the Solar metallicity.  	

• There should be no significant evolution with redshift!	

• The warm-hot intergalactic medium (WHIM) should be metal-rich.
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Figure 5.1: Top left: The exposure- and vignetting corrected mosaic of the Suzaku observations
of A 262 in the 0.7 � 7.0 keV energy range. The image has been smoothed with a Gaussian with
width of 25 arcsec. The virial radius, r200, is shown with dashed white circle. Small magenta circles
show the point sources removed from the spectral analysis. The annular regions, within which we
measured the ICM metallicity, are shown in yellow. The colour bar shows the surface brightness in
units of counts s�1 arcmin�2. Top right: Projected thermodynamic profiles of A262. The individual
panels show temperature (top), Fe abundance (middle) and normalization in the units defined in
Tab. 5.2 (bottom). The horizontal axes shows the distance from the cluster center in the units of
r200 shown in Tab. 5.1. The vertical dotted line marks 0.25r200, which we conservatively assume to
be the outside border of the central metallicity peak. The dashed line marks r200. Bottom: Ratio
of the number of the ICM counts to the sum of CXFB and the instrumental background counts in
a 1 keV-wide energy band around the Fe K line, in the individual observations (red) and for the
complete annulus (blue). Dotted line marks the 10% threshold for the measurements that are not
used in the subsequent analysis.
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Figure 5.2: Same as Fig. 5.1, but for A 1795.
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Figure 5.3: Same as Fig. 5.1, but for A 1689.
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Figure 5.4: Same as Fig. 5.1, but for Hydra A.
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Figure 5.5: Same as Fig. 5.1, but for A 2029.
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Figure 5.6: Same as Fig. 5.1, but for A 2204.
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Figure 5.7: Same as Fig. 5.1, but for A 2142.
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Figure 5.8: Same as Fig. 5.1, but for A 133.
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Figure 5.9: Same as Fig. 5.1, but for AWM7.

 massive (kT >  5 keV) nearby (z <  0.2) clusters in the Suzaku archive with data extending to r200,  
+ lower mass clusters where the metallicity measurement comes mainly from Fe K lines
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Figure 5.10: Robust measurements (see text for details) of the metallicity in the individual clusters.
The clusters have been ordered by mass from the least to the most massive. Blue stripe marks the
68% confidence interval around the best fit constant fit to these data Z/Z� = 0.331 ± 0.014. Red
stripe shows the confidence interval around the best fit metallicity reported by Werner et al. (2013)
in the Perseus Cluster.
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PREDICTIONS OF THE EARLY ENRICHMENT SCENARIO 

• Many SNIa must have exploded by z~2	

• The chemical composition, in addition to the metallicity, should also be 
uniform!	

• Beyond the sphere of influence of the BCG, all massive clusters should show 
a similar, uniform level of enrichment at 1/3 of the Solar metallicity.  	

• There should be no significant evolution with redshift!	

• The warm-hot intergalactic medium (WHIM) should be metal-rich.
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Fig. 5 Measured abundances versus redshift for a sample
of intermediate redshift clusters. The top panel shows the
abundances measured up to 0.6R500 and the bottom panel
the results when the core of the cluster is ignored. Adapted
from Baldi et al. (2012).

et al. (2012) recently reported that they could not confirm
the trend found by Balestra et al. (2007), because of the
high level of scatter in the data points (see Figure 5). Re-
moving the cool cores in the spectral analysis just had a
limited effect on the amount of scatter and did not allow
them to draw firm conclusions. Since these measurements
still only sample the tail of the SNIa delay-time distribu-
tion that originates at z = 2 − 3, a strong trend may not
be expected. Clearly, instruments with a much higher effec-
tive area are needed to reduce the statistical errors on these
measurements.

4 Discussion and future prospects

X-ray spectroscopy of clusters of galaxies has proved to be
a useful tool to study the enrichment history of the hot ICM,
but the field is still in its early stages of development. Using
current instruments, it is possible to measure the abundance
of about 10 elements with an accuracy of 20–30% if one
includes systematic errors (De Grandi & Molendi, 2009).
This appears to be a substantial systematic error, however,
the uncertainty in the supernova yields, given by the spread
in supernovamodels, is sometimesmore than a factor of two
for certain elements. This means that even with these sys-
tematic uncertainties, the measurements can put constraints
on supernova models and the IMF.

There are two main sources of systematic errors in abun-
dancemeasurements: the atomic data in spectroscopic codes
and instrument calibration issues. A third one can be intro-
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Fig. 6 Simulated Astro-H micro-calorimeter spectrum of
Abell 1795 compared to an XMM-Newton EPIC MOS
spectrum. The spectra were calculated using an updated ver-
sion of the atomic database in SPEX including trace ele-
ments, like Cl, K, Ti, Cr, and Mn.

duced when the multi-temperature structure in the gas is
not taken properly into account in the spectral fit (Buote
& Fabian 1998). Both the systematics in the atomic data
and the calibration depend very much on the specific tran-
sition and wavelength of the line. The silicon abundance,
for example, is mainly determined by measuring the Si XIV
lines at about 2.0 keV, which is very close to the Au-edge
of the mirror and Si-edge of the detector. This is a very
challenging wavelength band to calibrate accurately. In this
case, the Si XIV lines are well characterized in the atomic
database, while there are also other lines from, for example,
Fe XVII that have a much larger uncertainty in their oscil-
lator strengths (de Plaa et al., 2012). It is very important to
understand the systematics for each measured element indi-
vidually to assess the quality of the supernova fits.

In general, most of the measured abundances have a sys-
tematic uncertainty that is lower than or not much higher
than 20%, which is still much better than the scatter in the
models. To beat down these systematic errors, investments
have to be made in the development of spectral codes and
their underlying atomic data. In addition, a high level of cal-
ibration accuracy is to be pursued to improve the abundance
accuracy both for current and future missions.

4.1 Future prospects

The next leap forwardwill be made using micro-calorimeter
technology, which will allow spatially resolved high-reso-
lution X-ray spectroscopy of extended sources. This type
of sensor, which will be flown on Astro-H (Takahashi et
al. 2010), has a typical resolution of a few eV across the
soft X-ray band. With this technology, it will be possible
to resolve lines from less abundant elements, like sodium,
chromium, and manganese (see Fig 6). Knowledge about

Copyright line will be provided by the publisher

CONSTRAINTS ON THE METALLICITY-REDSHIFT EVOLUTION

Baldi et al. 2012Balestra et al. 2007

8 A. B. Mantz et al.

Table 5. Summary of metallicity evolution constraints from the literature, where a power-law in 1 + z is used to parametrized the
evolution, for comparison to our results in Table 1. [1] Reference; [2] redshift range of the cluster sample employed; [3] radial range used
to fit the metallicity evolution in units of r500; [4] reported constraint on the power-law index of metallicity as a function of 1 + z.

Paper Redshifts Aperture �1+z

Balestra et al. (2007) 0.3–1.3 0.15–0.30 �1.25± 0.15
Baldi et al. (2012) 0.4–1.4 0.00–0.15 0.19+0.72

�0.68

Baldi et al. (2012) 0.4–1.4 0.15–0.40 �0.44+0.78
�0.72

Ettori et al. (2015) 0.09–1.4 0.00–0.15 �1.60± 0.22
Ettori et al. (2015) 0.09–1.4 0.15–0.40 �0.70± 0.32
Ettori et al. (2015) 0.09–1.4 >0.4 �0.26± 0.61
McDonald et al. (2016) 0.25–1.5 0.0–1.0 �0.41± 0.25

measurement of non-zero evolution in this aperture. How-
ever, as noted in Section 3.2, our measurement of evolution
is driven by the data at redshifts z < 0.4, which are not
well represented in an SPT-only data set (Figure 1). A bet-
ter comparison is with our data set at z > 0.4 (or, almost
equivalently, with only the SPT clusters in our data set), for
which we find no evidence for evolution.

4.3 The History of ICM Enrichment

Measurements of metallicity in the Perseus and Virgo clus-
ters revealed a uniform concentration of Fe outside of their
cores and extending to their virial radii (Werner et al. 2013;
Simionescu et al. 2016, submitted). In Virgo, the Si/Fe, S/Fe
and Mg/Fe abundance ratios are also uniform at these radii
(Simionescu et al. 2015). Since enrichment of the ICM at late
times by ram-pressure stripping or galactic outflows generi-
cally predict a non-uniform metal distribution over this ra-
dial range, and since large-scale mixing is prohibited by the
steep entropy gradients in clusters, these observations have
been taken as evidence that most of the metals in the ICM
are produced prior to cluster formation. In this scenario,
metals would need to be expelled from galaxies and mixed
throughout the intergalactic medium in the protocluster en-
vironment; once accreted onto a cluster and virialized, fur-
ther enrichment is only possible in regions where star for-
mation continues (cluster cores).

The lack of metallicity at radii >⇠ 0.5 r500 measured
by Ettori et al. (2015) and in this work are consistent with
early enrichment, as is the constant metallicity we find at
somewhat smaller radii (0.1–0.5 r500) for redshifts z > 0.4
(see also McDonald et al. 2016). The late-time increase in
metallicity that we measure in this intermediate radial range
can be plausibly explained by small-scale mixing of the gas
from cluster cores, where star formation continues to enrich
the ICM locally. While these observations produce a con-
sistent picture of the history of enrichment, the precision
of our metallicity constraints at high redshifts, especially at
large radii, is extremely limited compared to what has been
achieved in the nearby Universe with Suzaku. A truly defini-
tive test of early enrichment will require much more precise
measurements of metallicity in the di↵use ICM, ideally at
the highest redshift possible.

5 CONCLUSION

We have presented Chandra measurements of the metallic-
ity of the ICM in three radial ranges, 0.0–0.1, 0.1–0.5 and

0.5–1.0 r500, from a sample of 245 massive galaxy clusters.
In the outermost radial range, we supplement this data set
with recent, very precise measurements of nearby clusters
from Suzaku data. We fit these data with a model that in-
cludes power-law dependences on redshift and temperature,
and distinguish between three classes of clusters (H, M and
L) corresponding to di↵erent ranges of surface brightness
peakiness. Our results can be summarized as follows.

• In cluster centers (0.0–0.1 r500), metallicity correlates
clearly with temperature and peakiness, in the sense of
cooler and peakier clusters being more enriched. For the
peakiest clusters (subsample H), we find a large intrinsic
scatter and no overall trend with redshift, indicating that
astrophysical variations associated with cool cores and/or
feedback play a significant role in determining the central
metallicity in these clusters. For the least-peaky (L) clus-
ters, the scatter is small, and there is a trend of increasing
metallicity with time, presumably due to a small amount
of ongoing star formation. Medium-peakiness (M) clusters
form an intermediate case.

• At intermediate radii (0.1–0.5 r500), we see evidence
for evolution in the ICM metallicity, across morphological
groups. However, this evolution appears to be limited to
low redshifts, z <⇠ 0.4. A plausible explanation is that, given
enough time, this region can become contaminated by met-
als produced in cluster centers, aided by small-scale mixing
due to gas sloshing or AGN activity.

• At larger radii (0.5–1.0 r500), our data are consistent
with a constant metallicity value for all clusters. Combining
the Chandra and Suzaku data, we find an average metallicity
of 0.297±0.011 relative to the solar abundances of Feldman
(1992), and an intrinsic scatter consistent with zero (< 7
per cent at 68.3 per cent confidence). Our constraint on the
power-law dependence of metallicity on 1+z from these data
is �1+z = �0.34+0.43

�0.93.
• Our results regarding the lack of evolution in metallic-

ity at large radii are consistent with recent work by Ettori
et al. (2015) and McDonald et al. (2016). They are also
consistent with the implication of the uniform metallicity
in cluster outskirts measured in Perseus and Virgo (Werner
et al. 2013; Simionescu et al. 2015, 2016 submitted), namely
that the ICM in these regions must have been enriched to its
current level of ⇠ 0.3 solar prior to cluster formation. There-
after, the increases in metallicity that we find at smaller radii
can be ascribed to a small amount of ongoing star formation
in cluster centers. While this scenario is consistent with the
current data, a definitive test of early enrichment would be
best achieved through precise, spatially resolved measure-
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The lower-left triangle portion of the figure shows the distri-
bution of our cluster sample in redshift, peakiness and the
temperature at intermediate radii (0.1–0.5 r500), along with
histograms of these parameters.

In Section 3, we report the results of fitting a model
for the mean cluster metallicity as a function of redshift
and temperature. Simple curve fitting techniques such as
least squares are inadequate for this task, due to the on-
zero measurement covariance between kT and Z measured
from the same spectrum, and the often-non-Gaussian shape
of the posterior distribution of Z (resulting from the prior
cut at Z = 0). We therefore make use of the full set of
MCMC samples for each cluster when fitting these higher-
level (hierarchical) models. In detail, this means that the
samples for each cluster are importance weighted according
to the hierarchical model (e.g. a mean Z and log-normal
intrinsic scatter) and then numerically integrated to provide
a final posterior probability.

3 RESULTS

Our measurements of metallicity in each aperture are plot-
ted against redshift, temperature in the corresponding re-
gion, and peakiness in Figure 3. By eye, the clearest trends
are between the central (0.0–0.1 r500) metallicity, tempera-
ture and peakiness. As the top-right panel of Figure 2 shows,
the peakiness and central temperature are strongly anti-
correlated, and so these trends are not independent. Con-
sequently, we consider models where metallicity varies with
redshift and temperature, but do not explicitly include peak-
iness as an additional explanatory variable. However, in sub-
sequent discussion, we will contrast subsamples of clusters
in 3 categories: those with peakiness values of p > �0.82,
�1.25 6 p < �0.82, and p < �1.25. Henceforth, we refer to
these groups as high (H), medium (M), and low-peakiness
(L) clusters.

To be precise, we fit the model

Z = Z0

✓
1 + z

1 + zpiv

◆�1+z
✓

kT
kTpiv

◆�kT

, (2)

including a log-normal intrinsic scatter, �lnZ , where Z and
kT apply to a particular aperture. The pivot redshift and
temperature, zpiv and kTpiv, can be chosen in each case to
minimize the posterior correlation of Z0 with �1+z and �kT .
Table 1 shows the parameter constraints obtained by fit-
ting the Chandra measurements corresponding to aperture
(without selecting based on peakiness), and 68.3 per cent
confidence intervals bands for the mean metallicity trends
are shown in Figure 3. Results from fitting the 3 peakiness-
based subsets of clusters in each aperture appear in Table 2.
In the following subsections, we discuss in more detail the
results for each aperture.

3.1 Small Radii (0.0–0.1 r500)

In cluster centers, a trend towards higher metallicity in
cool/peaky cores is clear (�kT is almost 6� di↵erent from
zero in Table 1). Controlling for this trend, our measure-
ments are consistent with a constant value with redshift,
although with a significant intrinsic scatter (0.18 ± 0.02 in
lnZ). Breaking these features down in terms of peakiness, we

see that the intrinsic scatter and temperature-dependence
are significantly non-zero only for the H and M subsamples
(Table 2). For the L subsample, the scatter and temperature
dependence are both consistent with zero. As a function of
redshift, the H sample is consistent with a constant, while
the L sample evolves strongly, with the M sample presenting
an intermediate case (a ⇠ 1.5� departure from zero).

Overall, the results point to cool, dense cores (as indi-
cated by peakiness) playing an important role in enriching
cluster centers, as expected. In clusters without cores (L),
the scatter in central metallicity and its dependence on cen-
tral temperature are minimal. At the same time, this cluster
population steadily accumulates metals in cluster centers,
presumably due to the non-zero (if small) amount of star for-
mation taking place locally. Clusters selected to have strong
cool cores (H) have significantly higher central metallicities,
but also a large intrinsic scatter. The large scatter and con-
stant average metallicity with redshift for this sample imply
that details particular to each cluster – e.g. its history of
accretion and AGN feedback – are dominant in determining
the central metallicity. Clusters with medium-strength cores
(M) lie between these two extremes.

3.2 Intermediate Radii (0.1–0.5 r500)

Metallicities measured at these radii lack the clear depen-
dence on the local temperature that is present in cluster
centers. They do, however, strongly prefer evolving models,
irrespective of peakiness (�1+z = �0.71±0.15 overall). Sim-
ilarly, the intrinsic scatter is small, <⇠ 10 per cent, for all
three peakiness-based subsamples.

However, the evidence for evolution does not come uni-
formly from the data at all redshifts. Splitting the sample
at z = 0.4 (approximately the mean), we find that the
z < 0.4 sample prefers evolution at ⇠ 2� significance, while
the z > 0.4 sample is consistent with a constant (Table 3).
The latter, however, has larger statistical uncertainties, and
does not rule out the evolution implied by the lower-redshift
sample. Figure 4 visualizes these fit results.

Referring to Figure 1, we see that clusters in our sample
at z < 0.4 are predominantly X-ray selected (from RASS),
while the majority at z > 0.4 are SZ selected (from SPT).
The possibility therefore exists that the di↵erent evolution-
ary behavior seen at z < 0.4 and z > 0.4 is due to selec-
tion e↵ects. To test this, we take advantage of the fact that
the Planck SZ-selected cluster catalog overlaps substantially
with both the RASS and SPT catalogs (Planck Collabora-
tion 2016). Table 3 shows results from fitting a subset of our
data set from the Planck-SZ catalog (PSZ), with SZ signal-
to-noise > 10 (highlighted in Figure 4). This signal-to-noise
threshold was chosen to provide a sample of comparable
size to the others considered here, but unfortunately comes
at the expense of relatively low completeness (65 per cent).
The fit to this PSZ subsample, which spans 0 < z < 0.87, is
consistent with the full data set, with �1+z = �0.70± 0.39.

Thus, while the data are not entirely conclusive, the
indications point towards a constant metallicity at radii of
0.1–0.5 r500 at high redshift, with metallicities beginning to
rise at late times, independent of selection e↵ects. If this
picture holds in the face of improved data, a natural expla-
nation is that we are seeing the impact of ongoing enrich-
ment in cluster centers at these intermediate radii. In other

c� ???? RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–10
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Figure 3. Measured metallicities in three apertures (rows) are plotted as a function of redshift, temperature, and peakiness (columns).
Points correspond to the posterior median for each cluster, and error bars span the 15.85–84.15th percentiles (68.3 per cent confidence).
In the left and center columns, green lines and shading similarly show the median and 68.3 per cent confidence region for the mean
metallicity power-laws with 1+z or kT (Equation 2), evaluated at the pivot temperature or redshift. In the right column, vertical, dashed
lines show the thresholds used to define subsamples of clusters based on peakiness.

Table 2. Constraints on the model of Equation 2 in three apertures and for peakiness-based subsets of the cluster sample from our
Chandra data. Columns are as in Table 1, except that the first column here indicates whether the constraints apply to high (H: p > �0.82),
medium (M: �1.25 6 p < �0.82), or low (L: p < �1.25) peakiness clusters.

Peakiness Aperture zpiv kTpiv Ncl Z0/Z� �1+z �kT �lnZ

H 0.0–0.1 0.31 5.5 53 0.636± 0.021 �0.08± 0.28 �0.24± 0.13 0.19± 0.03
H 0.1–0.5 0.24 8.2 56 0.411± 0.013 �0.44± 0.26 0.40± 0.14 0.00+0.10

�0.00

H 0.5–1.0 0.21 5.9 23 0.361± 0.078 �0.38+1.31
�2.05 �0.81+0.56

�1.07 0.00+0.19
�0.00

M 0.0–0.1 0.19 7.1 90 0.599± 0.018 �0.45± 0.30 �0.30± 0.09 0.15± 0.03
M 0.1–0.5 0.18 8.1 107 0.415± 0.009 �0.89+0.15

�0.47 0.08± 0.10 0.07± 0.03

M 0.5–1.0 0.16 7.2 35 0.194± 0.036 0.66± 2.19 0.73± 0.67 0.00+0.21
�0.00

L 0.0–0.1 0.11 7.6 33 0.477± 0.023 �2.07± 0.79 �0.41± 0.34 0.09± 0.05
L 0.1–0.5 0.14 7.6 58 0.378± 0.012 �0.97± 0.33 �0.25± 0.19 0.00+0.08

�0.00

L 0.5–1.0 0.13 6.8 25 0.239± 0.036 �1.58± 1.64 0.67± 0.68 0.00+0.16
�0.00
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The lower-left triangle portion of the figure shows the distri-
bution of our cluster sample in redshift, peakiness and the
temperature at intermediate radii (0.1–0.5 r500), along with
histograms of these parameters.

In Section 3, we report the results of fitting a model
for the mean cluster metallicity as a function of redshift
and temperature. Simple curve fitting techniques such as
least squares are inadequate for this task, due to the on-
zero measurement covariance between kT and Z measured
from the same spectrum, and the often-non-Gaussian shape
of the posterior distribution of Z (resulting from the prior
cut at Z = 0). We therefore make use of the full set of
MCMC samples for each cluster when fitting these higher-
level (hierarchical) models. In detail, this means that the
samples for each cluster are importance weighted according
to the hierarchical model (e.g. a mean Z and log-normal
intrinsic scatter) and then numerically integrated to provide
a final posterior probability.

3 RESULTS

Our measurements of metallicity in each aperture are plot-
ted against redshift, temperature in the corresponding re-
gion, and peakiness in Figure 3. By eye, the clearest trends
are between the central (0.0–0.1 r500) metallicity, tempera-
ture and peakiness. As the top-right panel of Figure 2 shows,
the peakiness and central temperature are strongly anti-
correlated, and so these trends are not independent. Con-
sequently, we consider models where metallicity varies with
redshift and temperature, but do not explicitly include peak-
iness as an additional explanatory variable. However, in sub-
sequent discussion, we will contrast subsamples of clusters
in 3 categories: those with peakiness values of p > �0.82,
�1.25 6 p < �0.82, and p < �1.25. Henceforth, we refer to
these groups as high (H), medium (M), and low-peakiness
(L) clusters.

To be precise, we fit the model

Z = Z0

✓
1 + z

1 + zpiv

◆�1+z
✓

kT
kTpiv

◆�kT

, (2)

including a log-normal intrinsic scatter, �lnZ , where Z and
kT apply to a particular aperture. The pivot redshift and
temperature, zpiv and kTpiv, can be chosen in each case to
minimize the posterior correlation of Z0 with �1+z and �kT .
Table 1 shows the parameter constraints obtained by fit-
ting the Chandra measurements corresponding to aperture
(without selecting based on peakiness), and 68.3 per cent
confidence intervals bands for the mean metallicity trends
are shown in Figure 3. Results from fitting the 3 peakiness-
based subsets of clusters in each aperture appear in Table 2.
In the following subsections, we discuss in more detail the
results for each aperture.

3.1 Small Radii (0.0–0.1 r500)

In cluster centers, a trend towards higher metallicity in
cool/peaky cores is clear (�kT is almost 6� di↵erent from
zero in Table 1). Controlling for this trend, our measure-
ments are consistent with a constant value with redshift,
although with a significant intrinsic scatter (0.18 ± 0.02 in
lnZ). Breaking these features down in terms of peakiness, we

see that the intrinsic scatter and temperature-dependence
are significantly non-zero only for the H and M subsamples
(Table 2). For the L subsample, the scatter and temperature
dependence are both consistent with zero. As a function of
redshift, the H sample is consistent with a constant, while
the L sample evolves strongly, with the M sample presenting
an intermediate case (a ⇠ 1.5� departure from zero).

Overall, the results point to cool, dense cores (as indi-
cated by peakiness) playing an important role in enriching
cluster centers, as expected. In clusters without cores (L),
the scatter in central metallicity and its dependence on cen-
tral temperature are minimal. At the same time, this cluster
population steadily accumulates metals in cluster centers,
presumably due to the non-zero (if small) amount of star for-
mation taking place locally. Clusters selected to have strong
cool cores (H) have significantly higher central metallicities,
but also a large intrinsic scatter. The large scatter and con-
stant average metallicity with redshift for this sample imply
that details particular to each cluster – e.g. its history of
accretion and AGN feedback – are dominant in determining
the central metallicity. Clusters with medium-strength cores
(M) lie between these two extremes.

3.2 Intermediate Radii (0.1–0.5 r500)

Metallicities measured at these radii lack the clear depen-
dence on the local temperature that is present in cluster
centers. They do, however, strongly prefer evolving models,
irrespective of peakiness (�1+z = �0.71±0.15 overall). Sim-
ilarly, the intrinsic scatter is small, <⇠ 10 per cent, for all
three peakiness-based subsamples.

However, the evidence for evolution does not come uni-
formly from the data at all redshifts. Splitting the sample
at z = 0.4 (approximately the mean), we find that the
z < 0.4 sample prefers evolution at ⇠ 2� significance, while
the z > 0.4 sample is consistent with a constant (Table 3).
The latter, however, has larger statistical uncertainties, and
does not rule out the evolution implied by the lower-redshift
sample. Figure 4 visualizes these fit results.

Referring to Figure 1, we see that clusters in our sample
at z < 0.4 are predominantly X-ray selected (from RASS),
while the majority at z > 0.4 are SZ selected (from SPT).
The possibility therefore exists that the di↵erent evolution-
ary behavior seen at z < 0.4 and z > 0.4 is due to selec-
tion e↵ects. To test this, we take advantage of the fact that
the Planck SZ-selected cluster catalog overlaps substantially
with both the RASS and SPT catalogs (Planck Collabora-
tion 2016). Table 3 shows results from fitting a subset of our
data set from the Planck-SZ catalog (PSZ), with SZ signal-
to-noise > 10 (highlighted in Figure 4). This signal-to-noise
threshold was chosen to provide a sample of comparable
size to the others considered here, but unfortunately comes
at the expense of relatively low completeness (65 per cent).
The fit to this PSZ subsample, which spans 0 < z < 0.87, is
consistent with the full data set, with �1+z = �0.70± 0.39.

Thus, while the data are not entirely conclusive, the
indications point towards a constant metallicity at radii of
0.1–0.5 r500 at high redshift, with metallicities beginning to
rise at late times, independent of selection e↵ects. If this
picture holds in the face of improved data, a natural expla-
nation is that we are seeing the impact of ongoing enrich-
ment in cluster centers at these intermediate radii. In other
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Table 3. Constraints on the model of Equation 2 in the 0.1–0.5 r500 aperture from our Chandra data, for di↵erent cluster selections.
The first column indicates the selection, which is either a redshift range or ‘PSZ’ (see text). Otherwise, columns are as in Table 1.

Selection zpiv kTpiv Ncl Z0/Z� �1+z �kT �lnZ

z < 0.4 0.16 7.9 149 0.413± 0.007 �0.53± 0.23 0.08± 0.08 0.08± 0.02
z > 0.4 0.55 8.7 99 0.319± 0.017 �0.23± 0.56 0.20± 0.21 0.00+0.14

�0.00
PSZ 0.13 8.3 79 0.417± 0.008 �0.70± 0.39 0.10± 0.11 0.07± 0.02
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Figure 4. Measured metallicities in the 0.1–0.5 r500 aperture,
with green points indicating those detected by Planck with signal-
to-noise > 10. Blue and red shading show the 68.3 per cent con-
fidence regions for power-law evolution models fit to the data
(irrespective of Planck selection) at z < 0.4 and z > 0.4, respec-
tively.

Table 4. Constraints on the model of Equation 2 (with �kT

fixed to zero) in the 0.5–1.0 r500 aperture from the combination
of our Chandra and Suzaku data.

zpiv 0.07
Ncl N
Z0/Z� 0.297± 0.011
�1+z �0.34+0.43

�0.93

�lnZ 0.00+0.07
�0.00

N clusters at redshifts whatever by ??, all of which satisfy
the same temperature threshold as our Chandra data set
(kT > 5 keV). Table ?? lists these Suzaku metallicity mea-
surements.

Given the consistency of the Chandra data with a
temperature-independent metallicity at these radii, we sim-
plify the joint Chandra+Suzaku analysis by assuming �kT =
0. Fitting the combined data set, we obtain the constraints
summarized in Table 4, in particular tighter constraints on
evolution, �1+z = �0.34+0.43

�0.93, consistent with a constant
value. Despite the high precision of the Suzaku measure-
ments, the intrinsic scatter remains consistent with zero,
with the average metallicity being Z0 = 0.297± 0.011. Fig-
ure 5 shows the combined data set, along with the 68.3 per
cent confidence limits for the model.
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Figure 5. Measured metallicities in the 0.5–1.0 r500 aperture
from Chandra (gray points), and r > 0.5 r500 from Suzaku (Blue
points). Green shading shows the 68.3 per cent confidence regions
for power-law evolution models fit to the combined data set.

3.4 Synthesis

The results in Table 2 are summarized visually in Figure 6,
which shows metallicity constraints in each of the apertures
considered here, for H, M and L peakiness clusters, at three
di↵erent redshifts spanning the range that is well sampled by
our data set (z = 0.1, 0.2 and 0.4). Here we can see the broad
trends with redshift and morphology identified in the previ-
ous sections. The profile for H and M clusters are relatively
constant with redshift, excepting the intermediate-radius
aperture of M clusters, where the metallicity does increase
with time. In general, the M clusters agree well with the
full-sample average profile, with H clusters being marginally
higher in metallicity. In contrast, at radii < 0.5 r500, the L
clusters have significantly lower metallicities than the aver-
age, particularly in cluster centers (r < 0.1 r500). However,
the r < 0.5 r500 metallicity in L clusters evolves relatively
strongly as well, approaching the profiles of the other sub-
samples at low redshifts. At large radii, r > 0.5 r500, the
three subsamples of clusters are consistent with one another,
and with a constant value.

4 DISCUSSION

4.1 Systematic Checks

We checked a number of potential systematic issues, and
found that none of them have a significant impact on our re-
sults. To begin with, we tested on simulated data the ability
of our spectral fitting procedure to recover unbiased poste-
rior distributions for temperature and metallicity as a func-
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Chandra only: 	
β1+z=-0.30±0.91	

!
Chandra+Suzaku:	
β1+z=-0.34+0.43-0.93	
Z0=0.297+/-0.011	
σlnz=0.00+0.07-0.00

0.5-1.0r500



PREDICTIONS OF THE EARLY ENRICHMENT SCENARIO 

• Many SNIa must have exploded by z~2	

• The chemical composition, in addition to the metallicity, should also be 
uniform!	

• Beyond the sphere of influence of the BCG, all massive clusters should show 
a similar, uniform level of enrichment at 1/3 of the Solar metallicity.  	

• There should be no significant evolution with redshift!	

• The warm-hot intergalactic medium (WHIM) should be metal-rich.



CONCLUSIONS, PART II: CHEMICAL EVOLUTION

• Cluster outskirts are metal rich, with a uniform metallicity of ~0.3 solar	

• The metals in the ICM do not follow the current light distribution of the 
galaxies!	

• There is currently no evidence for a change in chemical composition (alpha-
element to Fe) throughout the ICM	

!
• No evidence for significant redshift evolution 	
outside the BCG out to z~1.2

Evidence in support of 	
early enrichment scenario is mounting.


